Integrate Multiple Data Sources
Automate Speed to Insights
Elevate Efficiencies & Effectiveness

XP3 delivers BI to the front lines of business

About Us
Interactive Edge is an award winning
solution provider to the CPG industry for
over 25 years. Our software gives clients
the ability to automate the process of
converting disparate data sources into
customized, data-driven and dynamic
PowerPoint presentations used to
communicate key business insights faster
and more efficiently for more effective
decision making and sales growth.

Our Clients

Today’s Challenges
• More data than ever before and
it will only increase
• Customers asking for more
analysis and insights
• Shorter time frames to deliver on
assortment, promotion execution,
new items and more
• More attention to hyper local
consumer demographics and
preferences
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Data Challenges
Everyone wants to see data
differently

Data
Restatements

Data frequency is inconsistent

Best data to support my story

Data
Challenges
Data Formats vary from
source to source

Retailer provides different
data content, measures,
time periods

New Data Sources

Lack of Integration

Too many demands, too little time
My team is
stretched
too thin

I spend too
much time
pulling data

4 Days
Data Gathering
Data Formatting
Slide & Presentation Creation
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There are too
many data
sources

I don’t have time to
analyze or
generate insights

1 Day
Data Analysis
Insight
Creation

So what are the biggest challenges?

• Manually analyzing data and preparing customized presentations
across multiple brands, for multiple retail partners is time consuming
and inefficient
• A systematic approach to insights generation is what winning companies
are able to achieve, particularly those that operate across multiple
categories
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A standardized approach to insights generation
• Leverage technology to feed multiple data
sources into a single platform to generate
data rich, customer presentations in minutes
instead of days
• Provide the ability to organize, interpret and
drill down to market level to maintain
credibility and relevance to retail customers

Bottom Line:
Essential to be able to tell a story using a combination of compelling data
visualizations laid out in a logical progression to communicate key insights
and actionable recommendations

Our Platform
XP3 Suite is a Microsoft Office based solution that
significantly reduces the time spent producing and
maintaining data intensive PowerPoint presentations
and Excel reports.
The software has an open database architecture and
unique data loading and management capabilities. The
XP3 platform consists of three key components:
XP3 Data Tools, XP3 Builder, and XP3 BI Cloud.

XP3 Solution Diagram
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Category Managers
Presentation Developers
Business Support

Develop Insights &
Recommendations

Customize & Present

Presentation &
Data Updates
Account Executives,
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Business Benefits of Using XP3 and XP3 BI Cloud
XP3 Suite is a Microsoft Office based solution that significantly reduces the time spent producing
and maintaining data intensive PowerPoint presentations and Excel reports.

•
•
•
•

Multi-data Source Integration
Intelligent Text
XP3 BI Cloud generates customer-ready reports in minutes.
Layout, look and feel and branding designed exactly the way
you want
• Reduce team’s workload by 80% vs a manual process
• Create and drill into dynamic data hierarchies based on a
common set of attributes
• Allows for more strategic vs tactical tasks
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XP3 Changes the Paradigm
Automating the loading, integration and display of data allows for additional time to be devoted to
the development of insights and tactical/strategic recommendations.

20%
80%

Different tools serving different needs
Data Pulls / Extract

BI Tools

Users – Skills - Reporting Needs
Users: Analysts

IRI

Shopper
Data

Nielsen

Loyalty Card
Data

POS

Depletions

Skills Required: Knowledge of data
and expertise in technology
Reporting Needs Served: Ad-hoc &
Dashboards

Presentation Platform

Users: End Users (Non-technical)
Skills Required: Present and use
analytics created by COE

Panel

Numerator

Reporting Needs Served: Self-Serve
and ready to use presentations

